
Gas Pipeline Markers in Agricultural Areas
As part of Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s (PG&E) comprehensive survey of our 6,750-mile natural gas 
transmission pipeline system, we are replacing damaged or aging gas pipeline markers, and in some cases, 
placing new markers above the pipeline. It is common for sections of our natural gas transmission pipeline 
system to travel underground and beneath private property, including agricultural land. Pipeline markers 
indicate the approximate location of the underground pipe and are a reminder to use extra care around gas 
transmission pipelines. More visible and precise pipeline markers mean enhanced safety for our customers,  
the public and our employees.

Marker Locations and Installation 
Pipeline markers are typically installed directly above 
the pipeline and along property lines, access roads, 
or at roadway, railroad and navigable waterway 
crossings. In some cases a marker cannot be 
installed directly above the pipeline, and an offset 
sticker is utilized. We value our relationship with the 
agricultural community, and whenever possible, we 
will use care to avoid installing pipeline markers 
in the middle of agricultural fields, orchards, 
livestock areas, or other active agricultural areas. 
It is important to note that not all pipelines follow 
a straight path between markers, and landowners 
should always contact 811 before doing any digging 
near a pipeline.

Report Damaged or Missing Markers
Pipeline markers are an important safety tool for 
notifying landowners, the public, and anyone working 
within the area of the close proximity of a gas 
transmission line. Removing or damaging a pipeline 
marker creates a serious safety hazard and is also 
against the law. If you see a damaged or missing 
pipeline maker, please call the 24-hour gas hotline  
at (800) 811-4111.

Learn More
To view an online map of our natural gas transmission 
pipelines, please go to www.pge.com/pipelinelocations. 
To learn more about PG&E’s pipeline survey and our 
shared responsibility to maintain the area above  
the pipe, please visit www.pge.com/pipelineaccess  
or call the PG&E Land Management Department  
at (877) 259-8314.

PG&E pipeline markers display important safety 
information including the 24-hour emergency gas 
hotline number.
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Protect Your Farm and Your Community
Damage from excavation is one of the most common causes of pipeline accidents. If you plan on doing any 
digging, such as laying field tile, planting new orchard trees, replacing a septic tank or installing a well, 
please call 811 before you dig. With one free call to Underground Service Alert (USA) at least 48 hours in 
advance, 811 will notify nearby underground utility operators of your planned work. PG&E will then mark 
our underground gas and electric facilities, helping you to plan a safe project. Protect your farm, your 
family and your community. Call 811 before you dig, and know what’s below.
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SOIL INDICATOR

Small yellow stakes are used in targeted locations above the pipeline and 
adjacent to vegetation or structures located in the area near the pipe. These 
markers will not be used in livestock grazing areas, and will be carefully placed 
along the edge of orchards, fields, access roads or other active agricultural areas.

4 in.
Diameter

PADDLE AND COMPOSITE MARKERS

Paddle and composite markers are commonly used in agricultural areas and 
provide a more visible line-of-sight indicator for both landowners and PG&E. 
The lower corner of the paddle typically points in the direction of the pipeline.

Paddle 10 ft. above grade

Indicates location of pipeline

Composite 4.5 ft. above grade
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Sample Gas Pipeline Markers


